
Which tempts you to buy?

or

or

This simple visual exercise encapsulates years of branding and positioning training.  Ask this simple question, “If I was driving down a country
road and saw these signs, which one would prompt me to purchase?” The answer, for the vast majority, is the sign on the left. In applying this to
your individual situation, be reminded that slick and expensive is not always the best way to prompt a sales response. Why spend a great deal of
money when a little will give better results? Sometimes it’s “fresh eggs,” sometimes it’s “flying lessons.” Make sure you know which is which
when you’re developing your campaign strategies. (Note from MRB:  I have seen this exercise attributed at times to British Designer Alan Fletcher
[“The Art of Looking Sideways”], but my sources say it was created by Harry Clark of J. Walter Thompson and presented for FEDAPT [Foundation
for the Extension and Development of the American Professional Theatre] many years ago. One thing can be safely said: I did not think of it first!)
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TOTAL IMPRESSION GUIDELINES

Use the chart below developing materials. You may want to develop your Total Impression strengths and weaknesses for each “fact area”

in a group setting to get a broader range of viewpoints.

STRENGTHS FACTS WEAKNESSES

FACILITY/SETTING

ACCESS TO FACILITY

ACCESS TO ADMISSION

USERS

COMPETITORS

HISTORY

NAME

MAKER

PRICING/PACKAGING

PROMOTIONS/ADVERTISING

PROGRAMS
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MRBAMESSAGE/TOOL CHART

Use the chart below when thinking about what types of materials you want to use and what their impact will be. Make sure you are

choosing the correct tool to get your message out AND that you are getting the most bang for your buck.

MESSAGE

�

Brochure Letterpack Telephone Radio Television Print Ads
(newspaper/mag)

Posters
(also billboards
and transit ads)

In-House Pubs Internet/Web Personal Contact

Describes
Product

visual and verbal

ltd. detail

visual and verbal

greater detail

available

only verbal only verbal

(words & music)

visual and verbal

(very limited)

visual and verbal

less effective

than direct mail

visual and/or

verbal but limited

to ONE short

simple item

visual and verbal

potential for

specific targeting

and hand

distribution

visual and verbal

self-selecting

verbal with visual

potential

What’s in it for
the buyer, i.e.

“benefits”

ltd. detail; often

“fine print”

greater detail

available

full explanation

available; no

visuals

minimal detail

available

minimal detail

available

“small posters”

very little

potential unless

ad is very large

minimal if any extensive

potential

extensive

potential

best possible for

giving details

Answers their
questions

ltd. space greater detail

possible

very efficient no potential no potential very little no potential space available

for detail, similar

to letterpacks;

not as good as

telephone or in

person

extensive

potential; specific

emails labor

intensive to

respond

more direct &

efficient than

telephone; timing

not an obstacle

Tells them what
to do and how

ltd. space can be fully

explained

limited to

immediate action

minimal potential minimal potential similar to

brochure but less

effective

very limited extensive

potential

unlimited

potential

most efficient; in-

person requests

are hard to refuse

Provides support
testimonial

ltd. space complete detail

possible

limited; complete

testimonials

cannot be given

minimal potential

ltd. to short

quotes

minimal potential

ltd. to short

quotes

(w/exception of

some cable

opportunities)

limited to quotes none unless it is

already a hit

extensive

potential

unlimited

potential

not as effective

as publications or

internet’ better

than telephone

A note about postcards: Postcards fall into both the Print Ads and Posters columns above.

Acting as “small posters,” they have very little potential for getting your message out.
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TRY THESE LOW-COST/HIGH YIELD IDEAS

Well-written newsletter with lots of information about your
organization and your programming as a sales tool. Make sure
you tell the reader how easy it is to enjoy your events.

Develop strong relationships with local newspapers. When you
have an exciting, interesting, or newsworthy event, pitch a
feature story. Let the paper do the promotional legwork for
you.

Prompt patrons to visit your website by providing web ad-
dresses in your publication. Place additional content on the
web instead of rehashing your print pieces.

Send timely reminders, updates, and special offers to patrons
who have opted into your e-mail list.

Communication is a two-way street. Provide easy ways for
patrons to contact you before and after your event. Consider an
online group or bulletin board. Read the posts and be aware of
what people are saying -- it’s important to listen.

Send inventive “treats” to key members of the press and your
constituency. Make mail from you the first thing they open!

Set yourself apart from the pack.

Encourage patrons to talk to others about their experiences.

Remember to

THINK SMALL

and

TIGHTLY TARGET

your promotions for maximum impact.

Set realistic goals when growing your

patron base. Audience building takes

time. If you increase your total

audience by 10% in one year, that’s a

SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT.
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PRODUCTION OF MATERIALS COST MATRIX

How much is that brochure really costing you?

HARD COSTS

1. Writing and Design $_________
including stock image purchase or other art

2. Printing $_________
including paper costs, bindery,  proofs, delivery

3. Mail House $_________
including tabbing, sealing, stuffing

4. Postage $_________
actual price of all postage

5. Delivery $_________
messenger, FedEx, etc

6. Telephone $_________
fax or long distance

TOTAL COST: $_________

Total number of pieces produced: __________

Total cost per piece: __________
(total cost above/number produced)

SOFT COSTS
1. Staff time
2. Your time

How many do you really need to send to
reach your goal?

Why are you sending so many?

Are your lists tightly targeted?

Why are you sending the piece?
(List SPECIFIC reasons)

Have you included all pertinent info in
the piece?
(Event name, dates, times, prices,
phone numbers, web addresses, maps,
directions, etc...)

Have you included a method for a reply
or prompted to action?

After the piece was sent, did it realize
its goal? Have you figured your Return
On Investment?
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MRBA

Ask patrons if they would like to be contacted

electronically; don’t assume they want your e-mail

Only call with questions or as a “courtesy”

Personalize your appeals

Make sure to follow up on compliments

Thank the complainers

Keep a Customer Information File (CIF) so you’ll be

informed when you talk to the patron

Look for new ways to keep patrons involved

Develop easy ways for patrons to give feedback

Tell the truth even if you think it will hurt

Good Will Hunting Bad Will Hunting
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Cold calling patrons

Spamming patrons

(Remember, if they didn’t ask for your e-mail,

it’s spam!)

Sending very large, hard-to-download files.

Mass Fax Blasts

Dismissing complainers

Providing lousy customer service

Confusing order forms/categories

Misleading offers or flat-out lying

PATRON SATISFACTION
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